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De Buyer Chocinduction Non Stick Cast Aluminium Frying Pan 280mm DN892
Size: 280mm. Material: Aluminium. Induction Compatible   View Product 

 Code : DN892

  
 38% OFF   Sale 

£324.69

£199.99 / exc vat
£239.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day delivery

 - Saturday Delivery - 19.99 + £19.99

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

This 280mm fry pan from De Buyer features a superior
heat conducting construction that creates a uniform
heat distributing surface that cooks all contents
evenly and quickly, perfect for speeding up cooking
times to provide 5 star customer service.

The De Buyer Chocinduction Non Stick Cast Aluminium
Frying Pan comes with a non-stick coating that allows
food to be easily moved from pan to plate for service, and
also makes it easy to clean and maintain, giving it a
increased durability.

 Induction CompatibleYes

 The very thick aluminium allows for rapid and even

distribution of the heat, both on the bottom and the

sides, without overheating at any point.

 The extra strong, epoxy coated stainless steel

handles are fixed by extremely robust rivets.

 To ensure the cookware retains all of its properties,

do not heat over 250C.

 Suitable for all heat sources, including induction.

 Not dishwasher safe

 45(H) x 280mm

Material : Aluminium

Capacity : 1.8 Ltr
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